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http://www.f1fanatic.co.uk/2014/02/19/mercedes‐reveal‐360‐degree‐video‐w05/
A 360 degree ride along video of a Mercedes Benz F1 racing car.
The viewer is not limited to the “font facing” view, but can pan the image around to
see the action from any angle within the full 360 degrees of rotation.
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Are you doing the job you wanted to do when you left school?
What did you want to be?
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I wanted to be a fighter pilot.
If I could do any job in the world, even now, this would be my first choice.
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My love of fighter aircraft was consuming.
I made models.
I read books.
I watched movies.
But more than anything, I played flight simulators.
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If I wasn’t playing a flight simulator, I was reading the 100+ manuals that came with them.
While trying to get better at a “game”, I wasn’t just learning about aircraft and weapons.
I was learning about Instrument Landing Systems (ILS), theory of flight, and combat
manoeuvres.
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The result?
In high school one of our science exams was all about the theory of flight. Something we’d
not really covered in class.
I came into class a few days later chatting to my class mates.
I cant recall why but I made the teacher angry that day.
Maybe my non stop talking? Maybe I’d forgotten another piece of homework?
During the teachers rant at me in front of the entire class he, decided to tell me what my
score was in the flight exam.
I never really did very well in exams.
I hate tests.
I still hate assignments to this day.
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I had to bite my tongue that day.
I’d scored 95% and came top of the school.
I don’t think any of my knowledge of flight came from the classroom.
Between you and me, it was all about the games I was playing at home, and the reading
and learning they inspired me to do to get better.
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Further proof that simulation had helped learning.
My first ever flight in a real aircraft during a 1 hour gift flying lesson.
The pilot thought I was a “natural”.
I don’t know anyone who can fly “naturally”. We have to learn it.
While the home simulator was good at teaching me the controls of the plane, it didn’t
simulate the movement.
I was airsick that day.

Much later in life and I was lucky enough to go up in an aerobatics rated cessna for a flight
with a friend of mine.
After letting me take the controls and seeing how easily I handled the aircraft, he allowed
me to do some aerobatics as well.
Something he’d not let anyone else do before.
I was airsick that day too.
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Who’s doing it?
How are you doing it?
What are you simulating?
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So what’s so good about simulation?
Let’s refer to the “Great pyramid of learning wisdom”.
This tells us that the most effective learning methods include:
• Audio visual stimulation
• Demonstration
• Discussion
• Practice
• And teaching others.
A good simulation can include:
• Audio visual
• Demonstration
• Practice.
Good facilitation around the use of the simulation include:
• Lecture
• Demonstration
• Discussion
• Teaching others.
And an engaging program will encourage
• Further reading.
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Just as my combat simulations did.
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Which professionals in “life and death” jobs are trained using computer systems?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Military
Commercial pilots
Air traffic controllers
Police emergency call centre operators
Mine truck operators
Fire fighters.

If you’ve ever got onto a plane, you have entrusted your life to several personnel in
different jobs, all trained on simulated systems.
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Who’s ever tried this game on the iPad?
It’s a simplified simulation.
It simulates the pressure of being an air traffic controller.
It simulates the scenarios that over time, will TEACH good skills in prioritisation, decision
making, and working under pressure.
It is highly addictive as success is rewarding even without the scoreboard.
Failure is clear as are the results of poor actions.
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If you think you’re good at that game, try ATC‐SIM.
Realistic radar view.
Type in commands based on real air traffic control commands.
Simular ATC simulators
http://playskyhigh.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUa5BdHrPTY
In this video we see real fire fighter training using Flame‐Sim.
What is simulated?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration
Communication
Real life equipment use
Visuals
Procedures
Sounds
Distractions
Choices
Repercussions
Results.
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http://innovationswa.wikispaces.com/Knowledge+delivery+for+the+Nintendo+Generation
Back in the early days of computer games, many people spent countless hours in “text
adventure games”.
No fancy graphics.
No 3D.
No “controller”.
Just words on a screen that described the world around the “player” and the choices they
must make to progress.
I downloaded one onto my phone recently and they are just as engaging now as they were
back then.
The “simulation” is in the world that is created for the user, regardless of how it is created.
This project by Daniel Moore from West Coast Institute of Technology used simple decision
tree activities rather than straight knowledge delivery or questions and answers.
The activities were wrapped in a workplace brand called “Bistro Jaques” as the
players/students, read each scenario, and made choices based on the information
presented to them.
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Ways you could create such a simulation?
Careful planning and creation of a believable workplace is key.
Maintain that brand throughout the learning to contextualise the lessons for the learners.
Use the tools available in your LMS to create “paths” for each decision.
Rapid development tools such as Captivate, Articulate, and Camtasia can also be of use for
creating quality scenario based activities.
Good facilitation in a virtual classroom application such as Blackboard Collaborate or Adobe
Connect.
Use the session not just for knowledge delivery, but maybe to host a “business meeting” or
“patient consultation”, and let the journey of discovery through choices drive the learning.
Decision tree activities can also be created in a tool as simple as PowerPoint but carefully
planning your scenes/slides and creating “choice buttons” that link to the resulting scene.
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https://nbne‐learning.wikispaces.com/Limitless+eLearning+Beyond+the+Classroom+‐
+NBN183+CASE+STUDY
Annelieske Noteboom from Challenger Institute of Technology managed a project under
NVELS funding to take the simulated hospital learning to remote students external classes.
The face to face students had direct access to the sim‐man mannequin.
Remote students could see the proceedings and take part in the class activities and
discussions via a live video feed through WebEx.
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Any video chat or virtual classroom program could be used in this way.
This has the potential to give remote students access to a face to face simulated
environment and give feedback, discussion, and decisions.
This also has the potential to place remote students in a real working environment by
remote, to experience that environment.
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http://innovationswa.wikispaces.com/The+Virtually+Safe+Workshop
Created in house by Cheryl Galloway, Thomas Buhlmann and Murray Deegan at Durack
Institute of Technology.
They used 360 degree photos of their workshops to present several OHS workshop
activities for their students.
The simulation wasn’t just about the visual representation of the workshop.
The students had to fill in electronic versions of the hazard inspection sheets, report
sheets, and hazard equipment labels to complete the activities, based on what they saw in
the visual workplace simulation.
See also:
http://e‐
standards.flexiblelearning.net.au/research/funded_projects/emerging_technology_trials/2
013/augmented_reality_phase_2_‐_nbn_ready.php
This is a simular project created by TAFE NSW using Junaio to view the workshop in an
Augmented Reality view through mobile devices.
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Careful planning of the scenes is required but the equipment and software is very
attainable.
Camera or mobile device
Tripod
Image stitching software.
360 degree video is one possible evolution of this idea as seen in the demonstration at the
start of this presentation.
360 degree photos and videos are becoming easier to produce thanks to device and
software affordability in recent years.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42dTK3q1zcg
Sustainable Demolitions by the Victoria University was created using NVELS funding.
VU outsourced to Oztron, an experienced development house, who used Unity 3D to
create the simulation.
The result is a game‐like simulation that engages with the learner but also presents:
• Realistic visual and audible representations of the environment
• Interactions with simulated work colleagues and management
• Scenarios
• Choices
• Results.
Progression in the simulation is done via a “Reputation” meter.
If the student makes bad choices, his reputation goes down and he could get fired.
If the student makes good choices, his reputation goes up and he earns more money.
https://nbne‐
learning.wikispaces.com/Taking+Safety+Seriously+Through+Computer+Gameplay
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http://www.blender.org/
Blender is a free open source 3D modelling and animation program. It also has
games/simulation scripting capabilities.
https://unity3d.com/
Unity 3D is a powerful games/simulation engine and development platform.
It is free to download and use but licence fees apply should you publish a product.
Unity can publish to mobile devices depending on the licence purchased.
Unity was used in the development of the Sustainable Demolitions project.
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Sustainable Demolitions was outsources to Oztron
http://www.oztron.com/
Funding was through the National VET E‐Learning Strategy.
http://flexiblelearning.net.au/
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I’ve been avoiding the word “Game” because this can turn some people off when it comes
to education.
But “game dynamics” and “gaming technology” are un‐avoidable when we talk about good
virtual worlds and simulations.
I wanted to be a pilot, but I also wanted to be a games developer.
I was lucky enough during my multimedia career to be able to at least do 3D modelling and
animation.
In my spare time I have created user maps for some games I’ve played in the past.
But the fact is that the gaming industry is actually second only to the entertainment
industry in terms of how hard it is to get as job.
And yet more and more aspiring games developers, coders, 3D modellers, texture artists,
and level designers enrol every year into Multimedia diplomas and degrees in the hope or
living the dream.
Some will make it.
Some may use their skills in TV and film if they’re lucky.
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Some may end up doing web development.
Others may settle for a job that’s “something to do with computers” like answering an
“urgent support call” to change the batteries in a wireless mouse.
How can we help them?
Building educational simulations IS the same as games development.
If I were managing a simulations project with a good budget, I’d be looking to outsource to a
media agency with a simulation/games portfolio.
If I were managing a simulations project on a low or no budget, I’d be looking to gamers and
gaming technology students.
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In Summary:
There have been many stabs at “virtual classrooms” that accidentally fall into a trap of
simulating the classroom rather than the workplace.
The irony is that in fact to face delivery, we ponder and stress over how we’re going to
simulate the workplace in such a constricting environment as the classroom.
When given the chance to go “online”, the first strategy is often to simply re‐create the
classroom. Thus we re‐create the restrictions and methods of the classroom as well.
Simulation, mobile technology and online learning really can open the way to simulating
the workplace.
Use the tools you have access to, using smart branding and narrative to simulate:
• The Environment
• Procedures
• Tasks
• Choices
• Results.
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Further Information
http://simulationaustralia.org.au/
http://e‐
standards.flexiblelearning.net.au/media_releases/making_industry_grade_technologies_av
ailable_for_training_‐_researcher_announced.php
http://klevar.com/index.php/Klevar‐Blog/what‐type‐of‐simulation‐to‐use‐thinking‐about‐
taxonomy.html
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